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ABSTRACT

If one direction of (threedimensional) space is singled out, it makes sense to formulate the description of embedded
curves and surfaces in a frame that is adapted both to the embedded manifold and to the special direction, rather
than a frame based upon the curvature landscape. -Such a case occurs often in computer vision, where the image
plane plays a role that differs essentially from the direction of view. The classical case is that of geomorphology,
where the vertical is the singled out dimension,. In computer vision the "ridges" and "(water- )courses" are recognized
as important entities and attempts have been'made to make the intuitive notions precise. These attempts repeat the
unfortlJ.nate misunderstandings that marked the cours~ of the late 19th century struggle to define the" Talweg" (==
"valley path" or "(water-)course"). We elucidate the problems and their solution via novel examples.

2. INTRODUCTION
.~

In this paper we consider local features of smooth shapes that are defined with respect to some "fiducial direction" .

In image processing and computer vision one often meets such cases where ~3 is "polarized" because a certain
.direction plays a special role. An example from computer vision is orthographic projection. (Perspective projection
can be handled similarly after a suitable transformation, we won't mention this again.) An example from image
processing is the addition of image intensity as a "third coordinate" to the image plane. These examples are quite
different in the sense that image intensity and distance in the image plane are clearly incommensurate quantities.
However, there exist many important problems in which this difference is immaterial, i. e., where an arbitrary scale
factor of the special coordinate is irrelevant to the issue. This is the general setting for the problem discussed in this
paper.

If no direction is singled out the only way to describe the shape of surfaces and curves that avoids arbitrary
references is via intrinsically defined (moving) frames: The Frenet-Serret frame for curves and the GauB-Weingarten
frame for surfacesl,2. The intuitively nice way to do this is due to Cartan3. If space is polarized one can introduce a
coordinate system based upon this direction, for instance the "height" of a point or the "slant" of a tangent plane.
(The "slant" of a plane is the tangent of the angle subtended by the normal to the plane and the fiducial direction.)
The remaining two dimensions then admit a frame based on the gradient of height or the "tilt" associated with the
slant. (The "tilt" of a plane is the orientation of the intersection of the plane with the plane orthogonal to the fiducial
direction, with respect to some reference direction in the latter plane. Example: the compass direction of the line of
intersection with the horizontal plane of some geological stratum.) If one takes image intensity as the 3rd dimension
one uses the "isophotes" (constant image intensity curves) to do this, if one reckons height one uses the "isohypses"
(equal height curves) in a fully analogous manner.

Classically, this description originated in the geometry of landscapes. In a landscape the vertical is singled out as
the all important direction of gravity, and the height function is a natural coordinate. In a landscape one recognizes
many curves of special relevance4, among them the "courses" (classically "Talweg", or "Rinnelinie" (German, the
French use" Thalweg"), literally "valley path") and "ridges" (classically "K ammweg", or "Riickenlinie", literally
"crest path"). IIi image processing the "ridges" of the "image intensity landscape5" are likewise especially important.
The importance of ridges and courses for the "range" , or "depth" function in vision has been recognized by sculptors
(around the turn of the century Adolf Hildebrand6 wrote a book on "The Problem of Shape in the visual Arts" that
was translated in most European languages), the notion of a "depth landscape" has been common since renaissance
times (Vasari7 and Cellini8 have descriptions and interpretations of "Michelangelo's Method").

Neither the computer vision, nor the image processing community agrees on the definition of "ridges" and
"co1),:t's~s'13j'andseveral-quite distinct-definitions are in common use9,10,1l. Curiously, none of these appears to
hold any relation to the topographic notion of ridges and courses. It is indeed not a trivial problem to define the
"Talweg". The solution was (finally!) communicated in 1914 by Rudolf Rothe12 to the Mathematical Society of
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Berlin, but this work appears to have remained largely unknown. We explain the problem, put it in modern nota-
tion, and offer novel examples that illustrate cases where some of the definitions in common use today work out the
wrong way.

2.1. History of the problem

The entry "Talweg" appears in the index of the Encyklopiidie der mathematischen Wissenschaften mit EinschlufJ
ihrer Anwendungen, IIIrd Volume (Geometrie), 3rd Part (D. Differentialgeometrie). In the chapter on the geometrical
theory of differential equations H.Liebmann13 has a section on ''The topographic curves". He cites the work by
De Saint-Venantl4, Boussinesq15 and Jordan16 dating from the 2nd half of the 19th century. These descriptions
focus on the curvilinear congruence of the isohypses and the ortb~omic congruence of curves of steepest descen~

( "Falllinien" (german), "lignes de faite" (french)). We will refer to these as "slopelines" or "creeplines'tecause they"
describe the orbit of a goo creeping down the hillsides (no inertial effects).

A differential equation that characterizes the courses was derived by De Saint-Venant14 (in 1852), the equation
characterizes courses as loci of maximum slope along an isohypse. Later Breton de Champ17 showed that the only
slopelines that satisfy this equation are planar curves confined to vertical planes. This ought to be a problem
because a course should clearly be a (special) slopeline! Consequently, Boussinesq18 explicitly distinguishes courses
from lignes de pente maxima, though others apparently believed (Giinther19) that streams down the hillside are
planar curves, in painful conflict with our experience with geomorphology! Recently, De Saint-Venant's condition
was reinvented for image processing purposes5: Though the condition "courses are loci of maximum height along the
direction of maximum value of the 2nd order directional derivative" sounds like something novel (and indeed throws
some new light on De Saint-Venant's condition), this only leads to a formal condition which happens to be exactly
De Saint-Venant's differential equation.

A concensus was formed that the slopelines through saddles are courses, though Jordan16 grants that courses
may also be slopelines that start from the highest point of a concav~ slope. (A slope is referred to as "concave" if the
isohypses are curved with the center of curvature on the lower side and convex otherwise. Notice that "concave" and
"convex" have a meaning that depends on the special direction and differs from the usual intrinsic definition.) Thus
courses can "just start" on a hillside, in harmony with our intuition. Maxwe}t20(here following up earlier work by
Cayley21) uses the ridges and courses that pass through the saddles and run into the "summits" (height maxima) and
"immits" (height minima) to divide the lanscape into "natural districts". Maxwell foreshadows modern "Morse22
theory" in this paper, though he sadly lacks the modern concept of "genericity".

Liebmann13 remarks that: "In general the slopelines asymptotically approach the courses", the kind of imprecise
and insipid statement that appears strangely out of place in the Encyclopedia of mathematical Sciences. In a note
added in print dated March 1915 he mentions Rothe's solution12, apparently with approval. In Rothe's solution
the ridges are singular solutions of the differential equation of the slopelines that don't necessarily satisfy De Saint- ~
Venant's equation but are nevertheless loci of maximum slope along the isohypses.

3. TOPOGRAPHIC SHAPE DESCRIPTION

Consider the height function z(x, y) over the (x, y)-plane. For brevity we use the conventional notation for the
l't and 2nd derivatives: p = zx, q = Zy, r = Zxx, s = Zxy and t = Zyy, furthermore, we write the Laplacean as
L = Zxx+ Zyy, and the Hessian as H = ZxxZyy- Z;y. We introduce the slant function u as the positive square root
of u2 = p2+ q~.. The differential equation that characterizes the isohypses is dz = p dx + q dy and the equation for
the slopelines is p dy - q dx = O. This latter equation is usually not exact, since typically qy + Px = L i= O. We
introduce the general integral w( x, y) and the integrating divisor 8( x, y) such that 8dw = p dy - q dx. Both w( x, y)
and 8(x, y) are not uniquely defined, though this is of no relevance to what follows. (If 8 is any integrating divisor,
then all others are contained in the expression 8F(w), where F denotes an arbitrary function of its argument.)

We consider the system offunctions z(x,y), w(x,y) and 8(x,y) (an well as the derived functions p(x,y), q(x,y)

and u(x, y) = + Vp2(x, y) + q2(x, y)) such that we obtain the differential one-forms

dz =p dx + qdy,
Odw = p dy ~ qdx. (1)

We may then apply Cartan's theorem23 d2 = 0 to every differential form in sight until nothing is left to differentiate.
This is the standard brute force method that often yields good results in differential geometry: The main problem is
to recognize the geometrical significance of the results.
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We use standard notation for differential forms2: "*" denotes the Hodge star operator. It toggles scalars and
two-forms: *1 = dx A dy, *(dx A dy) = 1, and performs a 1r/2 turn on one-forms: *dx = dy, *dy = - dx. Notice
that *d * d = l:::.is just the Laplacean operator and that *(da A *d{3)is the scalar product of the gradients 'Va. 'V{3,
whereas *(da A d{3) is their exterior product \la x \l{3 = a:r:{3y- ay{3:r:.The equation that defines the isohypses is
simply dz = 0, whereas the slopelines are defined by the dual equation *dz = O. We define functions O(x, y), w( x, y)
by Odw = *dz, here w(x,y) denotes the general integral of the equation *dz = 0, whereas O(x,y) is an integrating
divisor. We obtain:

*dz == (Jdw,

*dw = -dz/(J,
d(J A dw = (dO/O) A *dz = d * d z,
d((J A dz)/(J2 = -(d(J/(J) A *dw = d * dw,
*( dz A dw) = u2 / (J,
dw A *dz = dz A *dw = 0

*(dz A *dz) = 0-2,
*( dw A *dw) = u2 /(J2.

We notice an interesting duality between the functions z(x,y) and w(x,y) (1't and 2nd equations), a generalization
of the Cauchy-Riemann equations for conformal nets (3rd and 4th equation). The integrating divisor is characterized
by a 1't order partial p.ifferential equation (the 3rd equation) which can be translated into standard notation as
'Vz . 'VO= 0 l:::.z. The 5th equation can be interpreted as the element of area (dx A dy) expressed in terms of (z, w),
and the 7th and 8th ° equations likewise define the element of arc (the First Fundamental Form, or metric, v.i.). The
6th equation merely expresses the fact that the isohypses and slopelines are orthotomic curve congruences. Together
these formulas contain most of the important structure. The problem is to inter prete their meaning in terms of
geometry.

Any curve a(x,y) = 0 which is a (branch of a) solution of (JF(w) = 0 (F an arbitrary function) and for which
dw A da I- 0 is a "special slopeline". (If dw A da = 0 then a is a particular integral w(x, y) = c for some constant
c.) Such a curve is a slopeline, but not a particular integral of the general integral (w(x, y» of the slopelines. An
integrating divisor (J(x, y) is called a "complete integrating divisor" when it vanishes only on special slopelines and
when all special slopelines occur as instances of (J=O. The ridges and courses are (parts of) the special slopelines as
we will show later.

.,
(2)

The 1't order quantities p(x, y) and q(x, y) are defined with respect to the special choice of the Cartesian xy-
coordinate system. In the topographic description we turn to different coordinates (more convenient because intrinsic
in terms of the topographic description), namel!, z( x, y) and w( x, y): The value of z tells which isohypse, the value
of w tells which slopeline. Together z and w define a perfectly fine (curvilinear, orthogonal) coordinate system, at
least locally. The metric in the xy-plane in terms of these coordinates is (we apply the 7th and 8th equations of the
set of equations 2):

!
Ii

ds2 = dx2 + dy2=ds; + ds; = dz2 + ~2dw2u (3)

I,
I
I

Ii

il

Here dsz denotes the arclength along the isohypses(z constant) and dsw the arclength along the slopelines (w
constant). Notice that when (J vanishes the slopelines crowd infinitely close together: This is one characteristic
property of a course that will prove to be a very important one. (Clearly the general integral w(x, y) will be singular
when the integrating divisor vanishes: W:r:= -q/(J i 00 and Wy =p/(J i 00. )

The 2nd order quantities rex, y), sex, y) and t(x, y) are likewise referred to the (arbitrary) choice of the xy-system.
The quantities

R,= p2r+2pq3+q2t
° p2+q2'

$= pq(r-tJ-(p2_q2J3
f 2 p2+q2 ,

1J' = q r-2pq3+p2t
-0 p2+q2'

(4)

are differential invariants and will be used in their place. These relations are reciprocal: You may exchange (r, s, t) and
(R, 5, T) in these formulas. We will also use L = R + T = r + t (the Laplacean of z( x, y» and H = RT - 82 = rt - S2

(the determinant of the Hessian of z(x, y».

The curvature of the isohypses in the xy-plane is Kz = -T/u, whereas the curvature of the slopelines in the
xy-plane is Kw = -5/u. This explains the topographical significance of 8 and T. The parameter R is related to
theJ).ormal curvature of the slopelines in R3, this curvature is Kn = - R(1 + (2)-3/2. (The normal curvature of the
isohypses is related to T.)
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The 2nd order quantities appear in the differentials of the tilt r(x, y) = arctanpjq and the slant (J' (notice that
the tilt has to be referred to a fiducial direction in the xy-plane, e.g., the true north, or the x-axis, whereas the slant
is independent of such a reference):

(J'dr=Sdz +T9dw =Sdsw+Tds.,
d" 9d"

d(J'= R: +S7 = Rdsw+Sds..
(5)

Thus S measures the tilt change in the direction of the slopelines and the slant change along the isohypses, whereas
T measures the tilt change along the isohypses and R the slant change along the slopelines.

By applying Cartan's theorem (d2 = 0) we obtain two of the Mainardi-Codazzi equationsl,2 of surface theory:

Sw - OT. = (OJ(J'2)(2S2+ T2 - RT),
Rw - OS. = (O/(J'2)(R + T)S

(6)

The differential equation for the integrating divisor of the differential equation for the slopelines ao j az = 0L j (J'2 is
the third one.

One characteristic of the courses is that the ~Jant;a~sumes a maximum along the isohypses, thusd(J'fdw = 0 for...
dz = O.We can use the relation for the differential of the slant to deduce OS =O. One possibility is S =0: ThiS'is""
De Saint-Venant's condition14. It is highly nongeneric since it is not likely that this condition will coincide with the
condition for a slopeline dw =O. In fact, dw =S =0 implies dr = 0, or constant tilt: This is Breton de Champ's
observation17 that courses should be planar curves. De Saint-Venant's locus only coincides with a slopeline if the
surface happens to be a member of a certain class of surfaces that satisfy a certain 3rd order differential equation.
The other possibility is 0 = 0, and this is the generic condition for the (special) slopelines that may turn out to be
courses. We owe this important (and rather nontrivial) insight to Rudolf Rothe12.

3.1. Definition of courses and ridges

In computer vision and image processing "ridges" and "courses" are typically defined in a thoroughly ad hoc
fashion. For instance, one contemplates definitions in terms of intrinsic surface geometry though it is a priori evident
that the special dimension should playa role. For instance, all points of a sphere are intrinsically equivalent, but
once the vertical has been defined there exists a top and a bottom! These ad hoc definitions have nothing to do
with the "ridges" and "courses" of (idealized!) geomorphology and really should not be referred to by these names,
no matter how useful they are in applications. ~hiS"'1Ya:pet we consider only the (admittedly idealized) problem of
flow over surfaces under gravity, in the absence~ertial effects. This is an idealization of the problem of drainage
of a natural landscape, leading to "true" ridges and courses. We believe that the problem is also relevant for both
computer vision (range images) and image processing (image intensity as 3rd coordinate).

From the physics of the problem it is evident that courses are slopelines which are singled out due to special
properties. This is in itself an important observation, because several of the definitions in common use define loci
that do not coincide with any slopeline. Such loci cannot be courses for the simple reason that water runs downhill!
An example is the locus defined by De Saint-Venant's differential equation. In general the slopeline will meet this
locus transversely. Another important consequence is that there does not exist a local criterion that allows you to
decide whether a point is on a course or ridge. Any such criterion as F(p, q, r, s, t,. ..) defines loci that are generically <:=
transverse to the slopelines. Again, De Saint-Venant's criterion is an example. It only applies if the locus-by sheer
coincidence-happens to be a slopeline itself. (In this case if it turns out to be straight.) All such criteria fail to
define courses and ridges, and the search for local criteria ("ridge finders") is doomed to fail from the very start.

In order to be a course it has to be the case that the slopeline has "tributaries", i.e., slopelines in its neighborhood
should approach it and eventually join it to form a stream. This means that the course has to be sought among
the special slopelines, which are characterized by the fact that neighboring slopelines crowd together and approach
it asymptotically (the notion of "tributaries"). This isn't still quite sufficient though, because these tributaries are
also required to actually join the course and contribute to a rivulet. Thus the special slopeline should possess a
"junction" (or perhaps junctions) where the neighboring slopelines actually join, though we grant the possibility that
the junction might lie at infinity.

Slopelines satisfying De Saint-Venant's condition are such loci of extremal slant along the isohypses, but they
are not the only possibility: The special slopelines are alternative candidates. Near a special slopeline the other
slopelines crowd together, ready to join it and form a stream. These singular solutions24 of the equation for the
slopelines do satisfy De Saint-Venant's conceptual condition, but not necessarily his equation.
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Whether the special slopeline will be a course or a ridge depends on whether the surface is concave or convex,
i.e., on the sign of T. Thus the issue may be decided on a simple local basis. The "neutral curve" T =0 divides
the landscape in convex (T < 0) and concave (T > 0) regions. Generically this will be a well defined, smooth curve.
In general the neutral curve will intersect the special slopelines and for each segment one has to decide whether the
segment possesses a junction in order to decide whether it be a course, a ridge, or neither. Part of a special slopeline
may turn out ridge, part course, part neither. (A special slopeline may even be both12, though this is not generic!)

It may not be entirely superfluous to mention the fact that concave and convex are concepts that are defined with
respect to the fiducial direction and do not have the same meaning outside the topographic framework. In particular,
there is no relation with the concepts (of the same name!) in the usual differential geometry of surfaces 1,2. In the
conventional description one distinguishes hyperbolic and elliptic surface regions. The (connected) elliptic regions
are of two types, they can be distinguished by the sign of the mean curvature. These types may be called "convex"
and "concave" after some convention. Again, this is quite different from the topographic description used here. The
reader beware!

Let us consider a few simple examples:
-]2

o.
0

-0.
-1

0.5

a

-0.5

-2 -1 a 1 2

Fig. 1. The simplest example
of a gutter. Fig. 2. The isohypses and creepfield for this gutter.

Perhaps the simplest example that may be constructed is the parabolic gutter z(x,y) = UU2-,-,x. (Figure 1.) The
general integral of the creep equation is w(x,y) =yexp(x), and the integratingdivisoris~B(x,y) = exp(-x). The
courses are branches of the equation B(x, y)w(x, y) = y =0, in this case the x-axis. The x-axis is indeed a course
because dB 1\ dw = -1 f O. (Figure 2.)

Fig. 3. The simplest example of
a valley. Notice that the slope-
lines all converge to flow into
the lowest point via two clearly
defined courses (vertical on the
page), and from no other di-
rection. The orthogonal direc-
tion (horizontal on the page) is
a special slopeline, but it fails to
be a course because neighboring

. slopelines don't tend to join it.

The surface z(x, y) = (x2 +y2)j2 is a pit with parabolic profile. The equation for the slopelines is x dy - y dx = Q.

A general integral is w(x,y) = arctan(yjx) = <jJ (moving to polar coordinates (p,<jJ)). The integrating divisor is
B(x, y) = X2 + y2 =p2. Since there are no. special slopelines, there are no courses. In a way the point x = y =0 is a
degenerated special slopeline, it is also the commonjunction of all slopelines. Notice that ds2 = (dz2+ B2dw2)ju2=
dp2 + p2d<jJ2:The integrating factor B neatly compensates for the diverging of the slopelines. Although arbitrary
functions F( <p)would serve equally well to label the slopelines (they are also general integrals), the geometrical
picture remains invariant, w(x, y) (= <p)is the perfect "label" for the slopelines and Bdwj u (= pd<jJ)is the arclength
along the isohypses (though both w(x, y) and B(x, y) are not uniquely determined).

Next consider the elongttfe.dpitz(x, y) = (KIX2+ K2y'f)j2. (Figure 3.) The equation for the slopelines is
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-"'2Y dx + "'IX dy = O. A general integral is w(x, y) = logx-~2y~1, with integrating divisor B(x,y) = xy. The
integrating divisor vanishes for either of the axes (x = 0 or y = 0). We consider the case "'1 = 2"'2. Since the
slopelines are the parabolas x =Ay2 (A E ( - 00, + 00)), the slopelines join the special slopeline x =0 at the origin
from the direction of the y-axis. (Thus the x-axis is a special slopeline;but not a course: It has no tributaries.)

In the case of the hyperboloid z(x, y) = ("'lx2 + "'2y2)n with "'1"'2 < 0 and "'1 + "'2 :I 0 the junctions are at
infinity, thus you have courses and ridges through the origin if you regard the hyperboloid in its full extent. For the

ge~eric saddle,5>~!,lJ~lj~*~.~;,.hyp.~r.boloidin a limite~ neigh~orhood of the saddlepoint) there is neither a course, nor
a ndge. Thu~(MI.a.n~'guessJ.'6' 18In general not borne out.

Fig. 4. A saddle point with a family of slope-
lines that fail to converge to a common junction.
even asymptotically. The topography is z(x, y) =
x2/2_y2 /2+x3 /6. The special slopeline through the
saddlepoint that is a candidate for a course is drawn
in thick line. It fails to be a course because the neigh-
boring slopelines don't join it, but (asymptotically)
continue to run at a fixed distance parallel to it. Thus
there is no course and the creep forms a "marshland"
instead. Notice that the special slopeline would be
granted the course status by most criteria: Jordan's
slopeline through a saddlepoint, De Saint-Venant's
extremal height along an isohypse, Eberly et al.'s ex-
tremal height in the direction of extremal 2nd order
directional derivative, locus of isohypse vertices, etc.
Such criteria fail to take account of the fact that wa-
ter has to join a course to form a rivulet.

If you take z(x, y) = x2/2 - y2/2 + x3/6, you have a case where the positive x-axis-one line of steepest
descent of this saddle-fails to be a course, since it doesn't even have a junction at infinity: You have the slopelines
w( x, y) = xy / (2 + x), thus the slopelines have asymptotic directions parallel to the x-axis, but they don't approach
the x-axis, instead they tend to their own ideosyncratic distance (y = w) from the axis! In this case there is no
course, and the creep gives rise to a bog or marshland instead. (Figure 4.)

1

2

0

-1

2 -2

Fig. 5. The landscape defined by z(x,y) = x+y2/2-
x3/3: A valley and a saddle. Branches of special
slopelines run through the saddle and through the -2 -1 0 1 2
valley in both x and y directions. Many segments Fig. 6. The isohypses for this landscape. One would
don't achieve course or ridge status because they fail naively expect (following Jordan) a stream to run
the juncture condition though. from the saddle to the bottom of the valley.

It is not even the case that the slopeline that connects a saddle with the bottom of a valley is a course as one
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may verify by studying the case z(x, y) = x + y2/2 - x3/3 . (Figures 5, 6 and 7.)

Fig. 7. Landscape of figure 5. Notice that the spe-
cial slopeline that runs from the saddle into the bot-
tom of the valley is not a course: Instead, the water
flows into the valley from the orthogonal directions!
The slope of the hill between valley and pass is not
drained by a stream, but through an extended sur-
face flow. In the natural landscape such slopes will
cause the wanderer wet feet. Notice the inflections
of the slopelines on this slope. Their locus is the line
x = 0.5: This is the course according to De Saint-
Venant or Eberly et al. It evidently has no such
significance.

4. CONSTANT CURVATURE ISOHYPSES

Loci of isohypse vet~~ces have".b1'\§.~d as candidates for, the ",course" status. In this section we study a
straight gutter with cirCular isoiiyp;,'es:"(Figure 8.) In this case the vertex idea obviously doesn't buy you much,
even though (as we will show) there exists a perfectly well defined course. The gutter is defined as:

z(x,y)=x-~, (7)

thus the isohypses are the family of circles (x - z)2 + y2 = 1. The equation of the slopelines is y dx /~ - dy =0,

with general integral w(x, y) = x - ~ + log((1 + ~)/y) and integrating divisor O(x,y) = y/~.
The slopelines turn out to be tractrices that cusp at the contour of the gutter (y = :1:1) and have the x-axis as
their common asymptote. The x-axis is a special slopeline, for dO/\ dw =FO. It is a course since all slopelines are
tributaries, joining the special slopeline at infinity. The course is perfectly well defined, though the loci of isohypse
vertices is clearly undefined. (Figure g.) The definition of courses and ridges as the loci of vertices of the isohypses
is apparently useless.

]" Fig. 8. A gutter with
circular (constant cUrva-

, ,ture!) isohypses. The gut-
ter is an elliptical cylinder,
slanted with respect to the
vertical. Although the 10-

0 cus of vertices is undefined

one intuitively expects the
stream to contract to the-,
bottom of the gutter and
form a stream there. Fig-
ure g shows that the naIve
expectation is borne out.

Fig. 9. A gutter with circular (constant curva-
ture!) isohypses. Although the isohypses have no
vertices there exists a well defined gutter. The
junction is at infinity.

5. ISOHYPSE VERTEX LOCUS

In order to show that the "locus of vertices of isohypses" may even fail to coincide with a course if it exists, we
consider the oblique gutter (figure 10):

z(x, y) =x - ~y - ~J5 - 4y2,

thus

(8)

[(x - z) + y]2/4 + [(x - z) - y]2 = 1, (9)
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which clearly reveals the structure of this topography: The isohypses are ellipses with aspect ratio 1:2 and 45°
orientation with respect to the xy-axes. Some special loci are: The contour of the elliptical cylinder y = -1:.V5J4,
the loci of vertices of the isohypses y = 1, and the line y = y9/20 which will turn out to be the course. (Figure 12)

1-2o. -

0
-0.

-1

Fig. 10. The "oblique gutter". This gutter is an elliptical cylin-
der, slanted with respect to the vertical and oriented such as to
define isohypses that form a family of staggered oblique ellipses.
This case is of considerable interest because the 10'Cusof isohypse~ .
vertices is distinct from the "bottom of the gutter~', which is the
course according to the naive expectation that "water will always
search for the lowest point". Thus one intuitively expects a stream
to run along the bottom of the gutter. As figure 12 shows this
expectation is borne out and the "locus of isohypse vertices" cri-
terion apparently yields an incorrect prediction for this example.

The equation of the slopelines is (3y5 - 4y2 - 8y)/(5y5 - 4y2)dx+ dy=0, which can be integrated though the
general integral is so complicated we will not print it here. The creep is illustrated in figure 11. The integrating
divisor turns out to be fairly simple, it is O(x,y) = (8y - 3y5 - 4y2)/(5y5 - 4y2) and vanishes at y = -1:.y9/20.
(The condition dO/\ dw =F0 is satified, because dO/\ dw = 8(5 - 4y2)-3/2 .) Here the plus sign of the solution of (J== 0
defines a ridge, the minus sign a course. The junction is at infinity. Clearly the vertex locus and the course are quite
distinct entities! (Figure 11, 12.)

)))))))))))))))---------------
t t ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ t ~ t t ~ . t---------------
..........................................................................................

..........................................................................................""""""'"""""""'"""""""'"""""""'"""""""'"
""""""'"

Fig. 11. The creepfield in the
"oblique gutter" of figure 10.

6. THE CURVED GUTTER

In this section we will consider an example of failure of De Saint-Venant's impressive differential equation14

{JzJ)z {J2z - {J2z - {Jz 2 - {Jz 2 {J2Z - 0
{Jx{Jy({Jx2 {Jy2) ,(({Jx) ({Jy)) {Jx{Jy- , (10)

(or-in our notation-simply S = 0) as an equation that defines the courses and ridges. Consider the helicoidal
gutter with parabolic profile (figure 13, in polar coordinates p = yx2 + y2, cjJ= arctan y/x):

. 2

z(p,cjJ) =cjJ+ (p-l) .2 (11)

Such a surface does not occur in the natural landscape, although it is not unknown in the urban environment: This
is the topography of the generic multilevel parking garage. Figure 14 illustrates the isohypses for this case. The
thin circle indicates De Saint-Venant's locus, the thick circle the actual course. It is not difficult to find the general
integral for the creep in analytic form (figure 15): .

w(p, cjJ) = ~ + log~ - cjJ,

O(p,cjJ) = p(p - 1).
(12)
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Fig. 13. Helicoidal gutter with parabolic profile

z(p, <p)= <P+ (P~l)O, an idealized "multistory park-
ing garage". This example is instructive because the
course has to be a helix for reasons of symmetry, thus
a circle when projected in the xy-plane. It is evident
that the locus of inflections of the slopelines cannot
coincide with a curved course because the slopelines
asymptotically approach the course. Thus De Saint-
Venant and Eberly et al.'s criteria have to predict
loci that must be distinct from the true course. Fig-
ures 14, 15 show this to be the case. These criteria
obviously miss the true course by a long shot.

Thus the course is the helix p = 1, whereas De Saint-Venant's condition yields the helix p = 1.38028. .., which is
obviously far removed from the position of the actual course, and indeed obviously wrong fremeven cursory inspection
of the graph. De Saint-Venant's solution is the locus of inflections of the slopelines, it is intuitively evident that this
locus can never coincide with a curved course! It is only a viable solution in the (nongeneric) case of straight courses.

2 L . 2

%2

6

4

2

"

Fig. 14. Isohypses for the helico'idal gutter. Fig. 15. Creep field for the helicoidal gutter.

De Saint-Venant's locus is without special significance for the generic course. It only represents the locus of
inflections of the slopelines, but it is immediately apparent that this locus runs at a distance from the course. The
same observation holds mutatis mutandis for the loci of maximum height along the direction of maximum value of
the 2nd order directional derivative5.

7. RIDGES AND COURSES IN COMPUTER VISION

A typical observation in computer vision is the "range image" of an object bounded by a smooth surface (idealized
human body say) in orthographic projection (orthographic for convenience, central-or perspective-projection works
as well). Here the "range function" z(x, y) is not defined over the whole of iJ?2,but there exists a locus where the slant
becomes infinite (the local tangent planes are seen "edge on"), the so called "contour". The isohypses are tangent
to the contour25, which is their common envelope. (Figure 16, 17.) The slopelines are orthogonal to the contour,
which is a locus of cusps of the slopelines (figure 17). This situation is particularly well illustrated by the cylindrical
gutters discussed above. (Figures 8, 9 and 10, 11 and 12.)
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At certain points of the contour the range along the contour assumes a local extremum (figure 18). Because the
preimage of the contour on the object (the "rim") is everywhere conjugated to the line of sight, and at these extrema
the line of sight must meet the rim at right angles, the range extrema along the contour occur where the surface is
viewed along a principal direction (of curvature) of the surface.
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Fig. 16. Range map of a mannikin obtained via
the moire method. The internal structure of the to-
pography is determined by Maxwell's "natural dis-
tricts" defined by the summits (range minima), im-
mits (range maxima) and saddles. Notice that the
contour appears as the envelope of the isohypses.
Several near and far points of the contour are ap-
parent in this picture. These types of singularity are
schematically illustrated in figure 18. A near point
occurs at the bottom of the chin, far points in the
neck-shoulder regions. Examples of ending contours
(bottom example in figure 18) can also be located
(armpit regions). It is instructive to trace the "depth
flow" in this example, it starts from the summits and
ends either at an immit or at the contour, where it
follows the contour to flow into a far point.

Both the contour and the special slopelines are singular solutions of the equation of the slopelines p( x, y)dy -
q(x, y)dx =O. However, they are of utterly different kinds: The special slopelines are themselves particular solutions
(i.e., specific instances of the general integral w(x, y) = constant), whereas the contour is a singular integral, which
merely happens to satisfy the equation "by coincidence" at every point.

raT?r ~
Fig. 17. Contour as the Fig. 18. Generic sin-
envelope of isohypses gularities of the iso-
and locus of cusps of ~ hypse envelope: A near
the slopelines (dashed ~ "'-" I r point (upper), a far
branches not visible). point (middle) and an

The contour as enve- ~ "ending contour" (bot-
lope of the isohypses is tom). Examples of all
apparent in the exam- these are apparent in
pIe of figure 16. - figure 16.

It makes perfect sense to regard the contour as a concatenation of courses and ridges, with the near and far
points as the sources and sinks of the creep field. Then the "depth flow" (a term used by Hildebrand6) flows from
the interior of the silhouette towards the contour, then along the contour towards the far points of the rim, to vanish
there into the ultimate sinks. The near points of the rim act as (zero-dimensional) watersheds on the contour. The
contour is a "true" course in the sense that the slopelines actually merge with it all along its length.
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8. RIDGES AND COURSES IN IMAGE PROCESSING

Since the image intensity and image position coordinates are incommensurate we have to consider the effect of
scale changes of the image intensity on our definitions. If z(x,y) is replaced with z(x,y) = AZ(X,y), then the factor
A also scales p, q and (]' linearly, whereas T is unaffected. The effects on w(x, y) and B(x, y) are irrelevant given
the inherent gauge freedom in the definition of these functions. The second order quantities R, Sand T also scale
linearly with A. The curvature of the isohypses and of the slopelines in the xy-plane are obviously invariant under
the scaling, but the "acceleration", that is the normal curvature of the surface along a slopeline is of course affected.
As a consequence the ridges and courses are invariant under the scaling, thus the incommensurability of dimensions
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does not pose any problems for the definitionof the topographic curves. (On the other hand, "GauBian" and "mean
curvature" as sometimes defined on image intensity landscapes make no sense in image processing because they
depend on the choice of photometric and geometric units.)

In some cases one may even be interested in arbitrary monotonic transformations of the image intensity, z(x,y) =
h(z(x, y)) say. Because p(x, y) = h'(z(x, y))p(x, y), q(x, y) = h'(z(x, y))q(x, y), the equation for the slopelines
*az = h' * dz = 0 remains invariant (since h' ::f 0). Thus w(x, y) and B(x, y) are also invariant, and the ridges and
courses are not at all affected. Of the 2nd order properties it is only the normal curvature of the slopelines that. is
affected, the projected curvature of the isohypes and slopelines is invariant.

9. CONCLUSION

We have only amplified Rothe12's important observations concerning topographic curves. The results are impor-
tant because they clearly indicate that the ever ongoing quest for local criteria for courses and ridges ("ridge finders")
is bound to fai~here is no such animal. We have presented examples that unequivocally demonstrate that several
of the criteria for courses and ridges in common use today (such as the loci of vertices, of steepest descent along an
isohypse, of maximum height along the direction of extremal 2nd-order directional derivative) are plainly erroneous
in the strict sense. Of course such loci may turn out to have their uses in certain settings, but they are definitely not
courses and ridges in the original sense of these words (which we take to apply to the idealized physics of drainage
in the terrestiallandscape).

An interesting and potentially very useful offspin of this development is the consequent formulation of the differ-
ential geometrical properties of surfaces in terms of the height above a horizontal reference plane and the tilt and
slant of the tangent planes with respect to this fiducial direction (the normal of the reference plane, or "fiducial
direction") and a reference compass direction in the reference plane. This is an "intrinsic description" relative to the
fiducial direction. It is potentially important because a great many cases of considerable practical utility are exactly
of this nature. These cases include the description of images, the description of 3D space from a given vantage
point, as well as the classical example of (geographical) topography. We expect that the formal treatment of many
important problems will benefit from a formulation in terms of these intrinsic parameters.
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